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Abstract 12 

Morphological and archaeological studies suggest that the Americas were first occupied by non-13 

Mongoloids with Australo-Melanesian traits (the Paleoamerican model), which was 14 

subsequently followed by Southwest Europeans coming in along the pack ice of the North 15 

Atlantic Ocean (the Solutrean model) and by East Asians and Siberians arriving by way of the 16 

Bering Strait. Past DNA studies, however, have produced different accounts. With a better 17 

understanding of genetic diversity, we have now reinterpreted public DNA data. Consistent with 18 

our recent finding of a close relationship between South Pacific populations and Denisovans or 19 

Neanderthals who were archaic Africans with Eurasian admixtures, the ~9500 year old 20 

Kennewick Man skeleton with Australo-Melanesian affinity from North America was about 21 

equally related to Europeans and Africans, least related to East Asians among present-day 22 

people, and most related to the ~42000 year old Neanderthal Mezmaiskaya-2 from Adygea 23 

Russia among ancient Eurasian DNAs. The ~12700 year old Anzick-1 of the Clovis culture was 24 

most related to the ~18720 year old El Miron of the Magdalenian culture in Spain among ancient 25 

DNAs. Amerindian mtDNA haplotypes, unlike their Eurasian sister haplotypes, share informative 26 

SNPs with Australo-Melanesians, Africans, or Neanderthals. These results suggest a unifying 27 

account of informative findings on the settlement of the Americas. 28 
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Introduction: 34 

Morphological analyses of early skeletons in the Americas have suggested that characteristics 35 

of some Pleistocene and early Holocene skeletons are different from present-day Native 36 

Americans and fall within the variation of present-day indigenous people in South Pacific 37 

(Australians, Melanesians, Polynesians, and Negritos) and certain sub-Saharan African groups 38 

1-5. This is particularly so for the first South Americans, while the first North Americans seem to 39 

occupy an unresolved morphological position between modern South Pacific and European 40 

populations 6. No resemblance was noted between the first Americans and either Northeast 41 

Asians or modern Native Americans. This has led to the Paleoamerican hypothesis (The two 42 

main biological components model) that the initial pioneer population in the Americas had 43 

common ancestry with indigenous people in South Pacific which was largely replaced by 44 

populations with Northeast Asian affinities in the early Holocene but may have persisted in 45 

some locations in South America such as the extinct Pericúes and Fuego-Patagonians 7-9. 46 

Archaeological studies have uncovered the Clovis culture, the oldest widespread archaeological 47 

complex defined in North America, dating from 13,000 to 12,600 years ago 10,11. The culture is 48 

thought to be developed in North America from an ancestral technology 12. Two competing 49 

hypotheses have been developed regarding the origins of the people who made Clovis tools. 50 

Based on the striking similarities between Solutrean and Clovis lithic technologies, the Solutrean 51 

hypothesis suggests that people of the Solutrean culture, 21,000 to 17,000 years ago, in Ice 52 

Age Europe migrated to North America along the pack ice of the North Atlantic Ocean during 53 

the Last Glacial Maximum 13. Alternatively, the more conventional hypothesis suggests that 54 

people associated with the Clovis culture were from Asia by way of the Bering Strait and the 55 

similarities with Solutrean tools are thought to be coincidental 11.  56 

However, neither the Paleoamerican nor the Solutrean model has found support from past 57 

molecular researches 14. Ancient DNA studies on the ~9500 year old Kennewick Man skeleton 58 

found in the state of Washington in the United States, which was thought to be closely related to 59 

the Ainu and Polynesians on the basis of cranial morphology 15,16, have nonetheless grouped 60 

him with present-day Native Americans 17. Moreover, populations such as the Fuego-61 

Patagonians that were considered to be relicts of an early migration into the Americas and 62 

closely related to Australo-Melanesians are shown to be genetically related to contemporary 63 

Native Americans 18,19. Genome sequencing of a ~24000 year old Mal'ta (MA-1) skeleton 64 

suggests that Native Americans are derived from a mixture of populations that are related to the 65 

Mal'ta lineage as well as one or more unknown East-Asian lineages 20. The ~12700 year old 66 

Anzick-1 genome of the Clovis culture was also thought to be derived from MA-1 and directly 67 

ancestral to many contemporary Native Americans 21. 68 

Why the dramatic differences between the molecular and non-molecular results? We have 69 

found the problem here to lie within the unrealistic assumptions of the present molecular 70 

methods. In fact, these assumptions, in particular the neutral DNA and the infinite site models, 71 

have not even solved the longstanding puzzle regarding the determinants of genetic diversity 22-
72 

28. A new framework of molecular evolution, the maximum genetic diversity (MGD) hypothesis, 73 

has recently solved the puzzle and made it now possible for the first time to infer molecular 74 
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models of human origins based on genetic diversity data 29-31. It is now known that genetic 75 

diversities are mostly at saturation level, which therefore renders most of the past molecular 76 

results invalid since those results were based on mistreating saturated phases of genetic 77 

distance as linear phases 32-39. Only slow evolving nuclear sequences are still at linear phase 78 

and hence informative to divergence time. For the mtDNA genomes, the relatively slow evolving 79 

sequences within mtDNA are non-synonymous sites and RNA genes, which are related to 80 

physiology and allow phylogenetic inference based on shared physiology. 81 

New results based on the MGD theory have indeed suggested a unifying account of the origin of 82 

modern humans 30. The time for the first split in modern human autosomes was dated to be 83 

1.91-1.96 million years ago, consistent with the multiregional hypothesis. Modern Y and mtDNA 84 

originated in East Asia and dispersed via hybridization with archaic humans. Analyses of 85 

autosomes, Y and mtDNA all suggest that Denisovan/Neanderthal like humans were archaic 86 

Africans with Eurasian admixtures who have transmitted their genomes mostly into the 87 

indigenous people in South Pacific. These new findings immediately make the Paleoamerican 88 

model highly plausible. To address this and related models, we here reanalyzed previously 89 

published DNA sequences based on the MGD framework.  90 

 91 

Results: 92 

Kennewick Man and the Paleoamerican model 93 

We examined the relationship of Kennewick Man with present day human groups in the 1000 94 

genomes project (1kGP) 40. In genetic distance by informative SNPs (homozygous mismatches 95 

in slow SNPs) as defined previously 30, Kennewick Man was closest to South American 96 

Peruvians from Lima Peru (PEL), most distant to Asians (closest to Hunan people within Asians), 97 

and about equally related to Europeans and Africans (Fig. 1A, and Supplementary Fig. S1A for 98 

PCA plot). In contrast, two other ancient DNAs from North America, Anzick-1 and the 4000 year 99 

old Eskimo Saqqaq 41, were all more related to Europeans than to Africans (Fig. 1A, 100 

Supplementary Fig. S1B for PCA plot). The 11500 year old Alaskan USR1 was closest to PEL 101 

among AMR groups and closer to ASN than to EUR, indicating that the group represented by 102 

USR1 in ancient Alaska mostly migrated to South America becoming Paleo-Americans (also 103 

see below) 42. Anzick-1 was closest to Hunan and Southern Han Chinese (CHS) but Saqqaq 104 

was closest to Japanese in Tokyo (JPT), Han Chinese in Beijing (CHB), and Fujian population 105 

among East Asians, indicating at least two different migrations of East Asians with the ancient 106 

one by South East Asians, consistent with modern human origin in South East Asia as recently 107 

re-discovered and first reported in 1983 30,43. Relative to Europeans, Kennewick Man was closer 108 

to Africans than USR1, Saqqaq, and Anzick-1, and the average of present day populations in 109 

America (Figure 1B). These results indicate significant African ancestry in Kennewick Man, 110 

more so than East Asian ancestry, consistent with his Australo-Melanesian and African traits. 111 

Interestingly, relative to PEL and Mexican Ancestry from Los Angeles (MXL), Kennewick Man 112 

was not closer to Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico (PUR) and Colombians from Medellin (CLM) 113 

who are known to have recent African admixtures, suggesting very different African ancestry 114 

between Kennewick Man and PUR/CLM (see below). In contrast to results using slow SNPs, 115 
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fast SNPs (a randomly selected set of 137901 SNPs) showed Kennewick Man to be a outlier to 116 

the AMR group of 1kGP in PCA plots (Supplementary Fig. S1C and D) and closer to ASN than 117 

to EUR and AFR (Supplementary Fig. S1E).  118 

119 

 120 

Fig. 1. Relationships between ancient Amerindians and 1kGP samples or ancient humans121 

A. Genetic distance between three ancient Amerindians and 1kGP groups. Average distance 122 

and standard deviations are shown. B. Ratio in distance to AFR vs EUR for ancient Amerindian 123 

DNAs and present day Americans. C. Ratio of correlation R values in distance to 1kGP samples124 

R with Kennewick Man versus the average R with the 3 Amerindian aDNAs, USR1, Anzick-1, 125 

and Saqqaq.   126 

 127 

We next studied the relationship of Kennewick Man with ancient DNAs of Neanderthals and 128 

anatomically modern humans (AMH). Because different ancient samples were sequenced at 129 

different coverages, it is unrealistic to use SNP mismatches to infer relationships as there would 130 

be few shared SNPs among different samples. As an alternative, we calculated the correlation 131 

coefficient R of two genomes in their distance to the 1kGP samples, assuming that different 132 

random sampling of a fraction of the whole set of ~15K slow SNPs are roughly equivalent in 133 

representing the whole set. We first verified this method by showing that the ~6000 year old 134 

Iceman farmer from Italy 44 was more correlated with the ~7000 year old Stuttgart farmer from 135 
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Germany 45 than with the ~45000 year old Siberian Ust’-Ishim 46 in their distance to all 1kGP 136 

samples (Supplemental Fig. S2A-B). We also confirmed that a randomly picked CHS individual 137 

from 1kGP was more correlated in average R values with the CHS group of individuals than with 138 

the Toscani population in Italia (TSI) regardless whether the distance used in the correlation 139 

involved just one of the five major groups in 1kGP or all 1kGP samples (Supplementary Fig. 140 

S2C).  141 

 142 

Using the correlation approach, we studied the relationship among ancient DNAs found in 143 

Eurasia and America. To find the Eurasian aDNAs that was most differentially related to 144 

Kennewick Man relative to other aDNAs in America, we calculated the ratio of R value: R with 145 

Kennewick Man vs the average R with the other three ancient Americans, USR1, Anzick-1, and 146 

Saqqaq. We found Kennewick Man to be most correlated with the ~42000 year old Neanderthal 147 

Mezmaiskaya-2 from Adygea Russia 47, followed by the ~65000 year old Neanderthal 148 

Mezmaiskaya-1 from the same site 48 among all ancient DNAs found in Europe in their distance 149 

to 1kGP samples (Fig. 1C). When using distance to only MXL and PEL samples in correlation 150 

analyses, Mezmaiskaya-2 was also the top ranked in R ratio of Kennewick Man vs the average 151 

R value with the other 3 aDNAs from America (Supplementary Fig. S3). On a principal 152 

component analysis (PCA) plot, Mezmaiskaya-2 and Mezmaiskaya-1 were both located 153 

between Europeans and Africans (Supplementary Fig. S4), similar to Kennewick Man. We have 154 

previously shown that Mezmaiskaya-1 and -2, and Altai 48 have more African than non-African 155 

genomes 30. These 3 Neanderthals all showed far more correlation to Kennewick Man than to 156 

the other 3 ancient Amerindians (Fig. 1C), All other aDNAs of modern humans examined here 157 

showed more correlation with Anzick-1 and Saqqaq than with Kennewick Man. While the 158 

Denisovan genome 49 also has been shown previously to be more related to Africans than to 159 

non-Africans 30, it showed little correlation with Kennewick Man, consistent with its affinity to 160 

Australo-Melenesians 30. These results suggest specific Neanderthal-associated African 161 

ancestry in the Kennewick Man genome. 162 

We next asked whether some PEL individuals in 1kGP are like Kennewick Man in having more 163 

ancestry from Neanderthal type Africans. Based on correlation with both Mezmaiskaya samples 164 

in distance to 1kGP, we selected two PEL samples with one being top ranked and the other 165 

bottom ranked among PEL samples, and measured their genetic distance to the 5 major groups 166 

in 1kGP. These two PEL samples were about similarly related to non-African groups but the one 167 

most related to Mezmaiskaya, PEL_HG02006, was much closer to Africans than the other, 168 

PEL_HG01927, and more related to Africans than to East Asians (Fig. 2A). This differential 169 

relatedness to Africans could not be observed when fast evolving SNPs, a random set of 250K 170 

SNPs representing genome average as described previously 30, were used to measure distance, 171 

consistent with previous failure to detect African admixtures using what are now realized to be 172 

adaptive SNPs (Fig. 2B). 173 

To further confirm the above results that the African ancestry in the PEL samples may not have 174 

come from recent African admixture as in the case of PUR and CLM, we examined the genetic 175 
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distances to 1kGP for all American samples that showed close relationships with Africans as 176 

indicated by PCA plot, including 2 PEL, 4 PUR, and 4 CLM samples (Supplementary Fig. S5).  177 

Unlike the two PEL genomes that were far closer to American (AMR) than to non-AMR groups 178 

(P<0.01), the other samples all failed to show significant closer relationships with AMR relative 179 

to AFR samples (Fig. 2C). These results confirm that the African ancestries in the two PEL 180 

individuals were different from those in the PUR and CLM individuals. 181 

 182 

Fig. 2. Amerindians with significant African ancestry. Distance in slow SNPs (A) or fast 183 

SNPs (B) to 1kGP groups for two PEL samples of different ancestry. C. Distance in slow SNPs 184 

to 1kGP groups for AMR samples with significant African ancestry or with PC1 > 0.002 in a PCA 185 

type analysis. Average distance and standard deviations are shown. 186 

 187 

The now extinct South American Fuego-Patagonians are known to show Paleoamerican cranial 188 

traits. We next tested whether these Fuego-Patagonians genomes 18 may be more related to 189 

Kennewick Man among the four ancient Amerindians. Relative to North Amerindian Eskimos 190 

and Aleutians, Kennewick Man was the most related to Puego-Patagonians and Saqqaq the 191 

least related (largest ratio in R to Puego-Patagonias vs R to Eskimos/Aleutians), consistent with 192 

expectations (Fig. 3A). Unlike Saqqaq, USR1 from Alaska was more related to South 193 
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Amerindians than to Eskimos/Aleutians. We also examined ancient and present-day Europeans 194 

and found that ancient hunter gatherers from Georgia or Caucasus (CHG, ~9700 year old 195 

Kotias and ~13300 year old Satsurblia) were more related to Fuego-Patagonians than to 196 

Eskimos/Aleutians 50,51, whereas the opposite was found for ancient Western hunter gatherers, 197 

farmers, Eastern hunter gatherers, and present day Europeans (Fig. 3A and Supplementary Fig.198 

S6). Consistently, CHG was more related to Neanderthal Altai and Mezmaiskaya-1 among all 199 

ancient DNAs examined (Fig. 3B). While the Spanish farmer CB13 52 showed slightly higher 200 

correlation with Mezmaiskaya-1 than the CHG Kotias did, it was most related to Ust’-Ishim 201 

whereas Kotias clearly had more Neanderthal genomes since its top 2 related aDNAs were both 202 

Neanderthals.  203 

204 

 205 

Fig. 3. Relationship with Amerindians and indigenous people in South Pacific for ancient 206 

and living genomes. A. Correlation with North and South Amerindians for ancient and living 207 

DNAs. Average R score of Spearman correlation in distance to EUR samples and standard 208 

deviations are shown. B. Correlation with Neanderthal and selected ancient DNAs for selected 209 

European ancient DNAs. C. Correlation with selected groups in HGDP and groups in South 210 

Pacific as reported by Pugach et al, (2013) 53. 211 
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 212 

We next used selected SNPs data from the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) samples 213 

and South Pacific individuals as reported by Pugach et al (2013) 53 to further confirm Kennewick 214 

Man affinity with South Americans and indigenous people in South Pacific. We calculated the 215 

ratio of R score (in MXL_PEL distance) of Kennewick Man vs Anzick-1 as well as of Saqqaq or 216 

PEL_HG02006 or PEL_HG01927 vs Anzick-1. Relative to Saqqaq and the two PEL individuals, 217 

Kennewick Man was more related to the Negrito group Mamanwa from the Philippines than to 218 

its non-Negrito neighbor Monobo, more to Amerindian groups than to others in HGDP, more to 219 

South American Surui than to North American Mayan, and more to African Yoruba than to 220 

Russian (Fig. 3C). In R scores, Kennewick Man was more related to Aboriginal Australians 221 

(AUA), Melanesian, and Mamanwa than to Han Chinese. 222 

 223 

Anzick-1 and the Solutrean model 224 

 225 

We examined the Solutrean hypothesis by testing whether Anzick-1 may be specifically related 226 

to the ~18720 year old El Miron from the Magdalenian culture in Spain that was immediately 227 

preceded by the Solutrean 54. In distance to EUR samples, El Miron was the only ancient DNA 228 

among all examined that showed positive correlation only with Anzick-1 but not with the other 229 

two ancient Amerindians Kennewick Man and Saqqaq (Fig. 4A). El Miron was also more related 230 

to Anzick-1 than to USR1. The correlation of other European aDNAs with Anzick-1 likely 231 

indicates a general European element but not special ancestry relationship as they were also 232 

similarly correlated with the other three ancient Amerindians. The ~7300 year old farmer CB13 233 

from Spain was the most correlated with Anzick-1 among European aDNAs, consistent with a 234 

special connection between El Miron and Anzick-1 and local genetic continuity. Among 235 

European aDNAs with age >15 kyr old, El Miron was unique in being far more related to Anzick-236 

1 than to the other 3 ancient Amerindians (Kennewick Man, Saqqaq and USR1) (Figure 4B). 237 

As the number of informative slow SNPs available for El Miron (582) was relatively small due to 238 

low coverage, we verified that they were good enough to show highest R value with La Brana-1 239 

among 25 ancient DNA genomes as might be expected given that both were from Spain (Fig. 240 

4C) 55. Furthermore, among 230 ancient European genomes from 27 populations 56, two in the 241 

top 3 populations correlated with El Miron were from Iberia (data not shown). Further confirming 242 

the validity of our approach, we found as expected that the ~24000 year old MA-1 belonging to 243 

the Gravettian culture in South Central Siberia was most related to the ~30000 year old 244 

Vestonice-16 (with 666 slow SNPs) of the same culture from South Moravia of Czech Republic 245 

and vice versa among all aDNAs of similar ages from Europe (Supplementary Fig. S7). Unlike 246 

previous findings of MA-1 being closest to contemporary Amerindians 20, our results showed 247 

MA-1 to be closest to contemporary EUR followed by highly admixed CLM and PUR groups, 248 

which is more consistent with expectation based on the location of MA-1 in Siberia 249 

(Supplementary Fig. S8).   250 
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251 

 252 

Fig. 4. Correlation of El Miron with ancient Amerindians and Europeans in distance to 253 

EUR samples in 1kGP. A. Correlation between ancient Europeans and Amerindians. B. 254 

Correlation of El Miron with ancient Europeans as shown by R ratio: R with Anzick-1 versus the 255 

average R with the other ancient Amerindians, USR1, Kennewick Man, and Saqqaq.  C. 256 

Correlation of El Miron with 230 ancient European DNAs from Mathieson et al (2015) 56. 257 

 258 

We next asked whether the American group of 1kGP may contain individuals specifically related 259 

to El Miron. Of all 352 MXL, PEL, CLM, and PUR samples, we found one MXL_NA19764 that 260 

correlated with El Miron and La Brana-1 but not with the ~14000 year old Villabruna from Italy 261 

(898 slow SNPs) and the ~30000 year old Vestonice-16 (Figure 5A). Interestingly, a significant 262 

fraction of the samples (0.28 MXL, 0.14 PEL, 0.13 CLM, 0.11 PUR) showed negative correlation 263 

with El Miron while only a few samples did so for 26 other ancient European genomes examined264 

(Figure 5A, Supplementary Table S1). Among those MXL samples with positive correlation with 265 

El Miron, the average R value in El Miron correlation was similar to that for the Vestonice-16 266 
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correlation (~0.15 in both cases), indicating that a generally weak relationship with El Miron 267 

cannot explain the negative correlation with MXL. We further found that MXL samples with 268 

negative correlation to El Miron were closer to present-day Africans (Fig. 5B) and Kennewick 269 

Man (Fig. 5C) but more distant to El Miron and La Brana-1 with El Miron far more distant than 270 

La Brann-1 (Fig. 5C). This pattern suggests that El Miron related people, upon landing in North 271 

America, had admixed with African like Amerindians who had settled earlier, therefore resulting 272 

in offspring with less El Miron and more African genomes.  273 

274 

Fig. 5. Correlation of El Miron with MXL samples in 1kGP. A. Correlation of ancient DNAs 275 

with MXL individuals in distance to EUR samples. B. PCA plots of MXL samples with positive 276 

(MXL R+) or negative (MXL R-) correlation with El Miron. C. Genetic distance between ancient 277 

DNAs and MXL R+ or MXL R- samples. Standard deviations are shown, **, P < 0.01; *, P < 0.05278 

 279 

This negative correlation of El Miron with a significant fraction of Native Americans was unique 280 

among the 26 ancient European genomes examined (Supplementary Table S1), suggesting that281 

it was El Miron-related population rather than any other group of Europeans that went into 282 

America and hence had their genomes partially replaced in their descendants due to admixture 283 

with African like ancestors of Kennewick Man. Amerindians in the North (MXL) had more 284 
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individuals with negative correlation with El Miron than those in the South (PEL), consistent with 285 

where the Clovis culture was located. We further verified the special correlation between El 286 

Miron and Anzick-1 by using their distance to AMR samples (MXL and PEL) in correlation 287 

studies (Supplementary Fig. S9). These results strongly suggest that El Miron-related people 288 

were among the direct ancestors of Anzick-1. Given the location of El Miron and the associated 289 

Magdalenian culture (immediately preceded by the Solutrean), the results here are most 290 

compatible with the Solutrean model. 291 

 292 

mtDNA haplotypes 293 

Our previous study suggests adaptive evolution of mtDNAs with nuclear genomes in admixed 294 

people, with indigenous people in South Pacific sharing more informative (slow evolving) SNPs 295 

with Denisovans and Neanderthals 30. Using the Mitoweb database, we examined slow SNPs in 296 

mtDNAs to confirm the above autosomal results. Kennewick Man carried the X2a haplotype that 297 

is only found in Amerindians and different from other X haplotypes common in Eurasians. The 298 

absence of X2 in Asia has been considered as evidence for the Solutrean hypothesis. We found 299 

four X2 associated slow SNPs (1719, 12397, 13966, 14502), among which only 14502 is X2a 300 

specific. While 1719 is present in Denisovans, some Australo-Melanesians, and others, 12397 301 

and 13966 are not found in South Pacific. However, the X2a specific 14502 is found in P7 (1/1) 302 

and S2 (2/5) that are common in Australo-Melanesians. It is also frequently found in M10a 303 

(32/32) and R8b (6/21) common in South Asians, N11a (4/5) common in Chinese, and H42a 304 

(10/18) common in the Basques. These results suggests admixture between Solutrean migrants 305 

carrying X2 and the first Paleoamericans or ancestors of Kennewick Man who shared ancestry 306 

with people in South Pacific and Denisovans/Neanderthals. 307 

We also found other Amerindian specific mtDNA haplotypes to share more slow SNPs with 308 

Africans, Europeans, and Neanderthals relative to their sister haplotypes in East Asia. Of five A 309 

haplotype specific slow SNPs (663, 1736, 4824, 8027, and 8794), only 8027 is A2 specific and 310 

also present in L1c of Africans and some R0 of East Asians while the other 4 are not common in 311 

non A types, indicating impact of Africans in the formation of the Amerindian specific A2 312 

haplotype. For the Amerindian B2 type, there are two B2 specific slow SNPs that are commonly 313 

found in Europeans with 11177 in U5b (21/592) and 3547 in HV1b (15/30), consistent with effect 314 

of admixture with certain European groups. Haplotypes C1, C4c, and D1 are highly specific to 315 

Paleoamericans and Native Americans but do not have defining slow SNPs different from those 316 

of other C and D types. However, they shared more Neanderthal mtDNA alleles than other C or 317 

D subtypes common in East Asians 30. These results on mtDNAs provide independent evidence 318 

confirming the autosomal links between Paleoamericans and Australo-Melanesians, Africans, 319 

Europeans, or Neanderthals.  320 

 321 

Discussions: 322 
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The DNA results here are remarkably consistent with previous models based on morphological 323 

and archaeological findings. By linking Kennewick Man with the ~42000 year old Neanderthal 324 

Mezmaiskaya-2 and contemporary Europeans and Africans, the puzzle of his craniofacial 325 

affinity with Australo-Melanesians now has an intellectually satisfying answer. The specific 326 

genetic relationship between Anzick-1 and El Miron provides strong evidence for the Solutrean 327 

model. 328 

We have previously shown that among present-day people Australo-Melanesians have the most 329 

ancestry from Denisovans who were archaic Africans with Eurasian admixtures 30. The results 330 

here indicate close relationship of Kennewick Man with Neanderthals but not Denisovans, 331 

therefore largely eliminating the possibility of a direct migration route into America via the Pacific 332 

Ocean for Australo-Melanesians in South Pacific. The Y chromosome haplotype C is common in 333 

indigenous people in South Pacific, Asia, Siberia, and North America, and belongs to the newly 334 

found megahaplogroup ABCDE that is closely related to Neanderthals and Denisovans 30, which 335 

is consistent with Native Americans sharing paternal ancestry with Neanderthals and Australo-336 

Melanesians. The Amerindian Y chromosome Q haplotype is a sister group of the most 337 

common European haplotype R and both are under the P haplogroup that is found in South 338 

East Asia (Phillipines) and Siberia. This indicates Y chromosome connection between people in 339 

South East Asia and Amerindians. Furthermore, Y Haplotype M and S are subclades of the 340 

MSP superclade and found primarily among Polynesians, which again indicates a sister 341 

relationship between Polynesians and Amerindians (with East Asians characterized by the O 342 

haplotype as the outgroup). Therefore, analyses of three informative DNAs (autosomes, mtDNA, 343 

and Y) all consistently suggest that the first South Americans had archaic African or 344 

Neanderthal ancestry or shared ancestry with Polynesians. Our findings here confirm previous 345 

morphological analyses concluding close relationships between Kennewick Man and 346 

Polynesians/Ainu 15,16 and between Neanderthals and Polynesians 57-59. 347 

The timing of first entry into America by humans remains to be estimated by future DNA studies. 348 

Several human sites in America, including the Topper site in South Carolina United States, the 349 

Burnham site in Oklahoma United States, sites in Brazil and Chile, suggest that humans were in the 350 

New world as early as 30,000 years ago to perhaps 60,000 56.  This old age for the first settlement 351 

is consistent with the findings here that ancient Amerindians had more ancestry from Southern 352 

Chinese (Hunan) relative to Northern Chinese (Fujian), the recent finding of modern humans 353 

originating in South East Asia, and the African or Australo-Melanesian like genome in 354 

Paleoamericans or Native Americans that could only have come from Neanderthals 30.  Also 355 

compatible with results here is the recent discovery of a ~130000 year old human site in North 356 

America 60, indicating that admixture of Neanderthals and modern humans might have 357 

happened in America, which appears to be the more likely model given the absence of 358 

Amerindian mtDNA C1, C4c and D1 haplotypes in North East Asia and Siberia that shared more 359 

informative alleles with Neanderthals than their respective sister haplotypes in North East Asia 360 

and Siberia 30. If Neanderthals were present in North East Asia and Siberia, there seems a priori 361 

no reason that they could not find their way through the Bering Strait. 362 

We found the ~34000 year old SIV Sunghir 61 and ~24000 year old MA-1 of Siberia to be the 363 

most correlated with Kennewick Man among European AMH aDNAs in their distance to 364 
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Amerindians (Supplementary Fig. S3). This suggests that the ancestry of Kennewick Man may 365 

include Siberians, which is consistent with intuitive expectations. MA-1 has previously been 366 

found to be most related to Amerindians rather than Europeans 20.  But our findings here that 367 

MA-1 was most related to contemporary Europeans is more in line with the common sense that 368 

local genetic continuity should be the rule rather than the exception. Indeed, morphological 369 

studies in general consistently find local continuity in traits and cultures. MA-1 also shows a 370 

special relationship with Vestonice-16, both belonging to the same culture Gravettian. Past 371 

studies however failed to see that relationship because they have used fast evolving SNPs that 372 

turned over fast in response to fast changing environments 54. 373 

Our results suggest that South West Europeans of ~15000-20000 years ago such as El Miron 374 

had a special genetic connection with the Clovis people Anzick-1 in North America, more so 375 

than East Europeans and Siberians of that age. Consistent with leaving Europe in ancient times, 376 

the genomes of these people are largely absent in present-day Europeans, which is unlike all 377 

other ancient European genomes examined here. Such results suggest that the part of ancestry 378 

in Anzick-1 that is shared with El Miron could only have come from Europeans who had come to 379 

North America by way of the Atlantic Ocean 13. Therefore, people of the Clovis culture appear to 380 

be the progeny of Europeans and the first South Americans. This explains the morphological 381 

finding that the first North Americans show traits in between modern Australo-Melanesians and 382 

Europeans 1-3. Our results also showed a fraction of present-day Native Americans to share 383 

more ancestry with Kennewick Man or El Miron. Some North Native Americans showed 384 

replacement of El Miron genomes with Kennewick Man related African genomes, consistent 385 

with the first North Americans occupying an unresolved morphological position between modern 386 

South Pacific and European populations 6. These results could not be found when using 387 

adaptive fast changing DNA sequences because present-day people living in the same location 388 

may share adaptive sequences despite different ancestry. 389 

It must be emphasized that any result must be held as uncertain at best until it has been verified 390 

by at least one other independent approach unless that result is a logical deduction from self-391 

evident axioms. Previous molecular results based on unrealistic assumptions have routinely 392 

contradicted trait evidence and common sense. In striking contrast, the results from our new 393 

molecular method, both here and in a previous work 30, have consistently found unity between 394 

molecules and traits. We expect this intellectually satisfying pattern to continue to hold in future 395 

studies of other evolutionary puzzles.  396 
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Methods and Materials: 406 

 407 

Sequence download We downloaded ancient and modern human genome sequences using 408 

publically available accession numbers. South Asian and Oceanian SNPs data from Pugach et 409 

al (2013) were obtained from the authors 53.  410 

Selection of SNPs The identification of slow and fast evolving proteins and their associated 411 

SNPs were as previously described 30. 412 

Calling SNPs from genome sequences We used publically available software SAMTOOLS, 413 

GATK, and VCFTOOLS to call SNPs from either downloaded BAM files or BAM files we 414 

generated based on downloaded fastq data 62-64.  415 

 416 

Imputation  We performed imputation to obtain more coverage of the slow SNPs on the Human 417 

Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) dataset and the South Asian and Oceanian dataset of 418 

Pugach et al (2013) 53. We used the SHAPEIT2 software to do phasing for the SNP chip data 65 419 

and the IMPUTE2 software to impute based on 1kGP data 66. 420 

Genetic distance calculation  We used the custom software, dist, to calculate pairwise genetic 421 

distance (PGD) or number of SNP mismatches from SNP data as described previously 32.  422 

 423 

PC analysis We utilized GCTA to analyze data in the PLINK binary PED format to generate two 424 

files (*.eigenvec and *.eigenva). We drew PCA plot using *.eigenvec file 67,68. One sample 425 

BEB_HG04131 was found on PC2-PC3 plot to be an outlier and was hence excluded from the 426 

PC analysis and most distance calculations presented here. 427 

 428 

Correlations between different individuals To test the relatedness of two individuals, we 429 

calculated the distance of each individual to the 2534 individuals in 1000 genomes phase 3 data. 430 

We then obtained Spearman or Pearson correlation coefficient R of these two individuals in their 431 

distance to 1kGP or one of the 5 groups using Graphpad Prism 6 software. For between 432 

population correlations, the average R value of all individuals was calculated from all pairwise 433 

correlations. Spearman and Pearson analyses largely gave similar results and we have 434 

therefore mostly presented Spearman results. 435 

Other methods  Other common statistical methods used were Student’s t test, chi square test, 436 

and Fisher’s exact test, 2 tailed.  437 

 438 
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